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(Im)permanence as Action - A proposal in Two Acts

Act 1.
The Witness,
the Complicit
and
the Perpetrator

Act 2.
The Power of the Temporary

Summary
(Im)permanence as Action - A proposal in Two Acts is the proposal for the 13th International Architecture
Biennale of Sao Paulo by Finnish curator Juulia Kauste, Brazilian curator Beatriz Rocha and Dutch curator Jorn
Konijn. The proposal consists of two acts:
1. Ten theatrically staged public court cases investigating the supposed neutrality of ten specific buildings.
Eventually, aggregated into a growing exhibition.
2. A series of temporary interventions, designed by teams of Brazilian and international architects,
highlighting the power of the temporary. Also, eventually, aggregated into an exhibition.
The investigation in the first act aims to orchestrate a discussion on the role of architecture within a wide range
of various societal problems. The second act consists of a series of light scale temporary interventions to be
staged on the Avenida Paulista presenting a curated program of projects that have a potential to initiate
transformation as a result of framing things differently through the intervention. These interventions will be
executed by Brazilian and international architects. This part also contains a series of neighborhood specific
programs to be developed in collaboration with local NGOs who have the capacity to reach out to people in
selected parts of the city.

Introduction
This proposal for the 13th International Architecture Biennale of Sao Paulo consists of two acts:
1. Ten theatrically staged public court cases investigating the supposed neutrality of buildings. Eventually,
aggregated into a growing exhibition.
2. A series of temporary interventions, designed by teams of Brazilian and international architects,
highlighting the power of the temporary. Eventually, aggregated into an exhibition.
The two acts are described below.

Act 1. The Witness, the Complicit and the Perpetrator
Introduction
For decades now Sao Paulo’s Avenida Paulista has been the central location for protests in the city, with
national repercussion and impact. Whether it is a protest against the rise of ticket-prices for public transport, a
pro-impeachment protest against president Dilma or an anti-Bolsonaro protest, Avenida Paulista is the
designated location for protest. In particular, the space underneath and in front of the Museum of Modern Art of
Sao Paulo – MASP (Lina Bo Bardi, 1968) has become the practical – and therefore also the symbolic –
destination to begin the protest. And because it has become such a crucial location for protest, the site and the
building have developed an extra symbolic meaning, apart from and in addition to their original meaning, that of
an iconic, landmark, public building. One could even argue that a protest in front of the MASP generates extra
impact. The same protest on any random street in Brazil does not have the symbolic power or the strong media
presence that the building brings along. The building is something of a national marker for protests. It
symbolizes the importance of the protest and the building creates guaranteed nationwide media coverage.
Are buildings neutral?
With that, the building becomes part of the protest; a witness of the large number of protests that have taken
place there. We have asked ourselves if because of this notion, the building becomes complicit in the argument
of the protest. For without the building, the protest would not be as strong or relevant. Does it mean that the
building becomes guilty by complicity in the cause of the protest? And in line with this… how neutral are
buildings anyway? And, who gets to shape their symbolic meaning? And, what are the processes that generate
the shared perception of their meaning?
The first part of this proposal - The Witness, the Complicit and the Perpetrator – investigates the supposed
neutrality of buildings and the agency that contributes to shaping the symbolic meaning of buildings in our
collective perception of them as part of the landscape of a city. By investigating and discussing the role of the
building we aim to get a better understanding of the larger issue at stake, since a protest is an outcome of a
larger societal dynamic. We will do so by focusing in depth on the role that 10 specific buildings have played in
10 recent situations of protest, crisis or upheaval.
How?
In 10 theatrically staged public court cases which take one evening each, the buildings will be put on trial and
at the end of the evening a public jury will decide whether or not the building is guilty. By staging these public
court cases we would like to further address and debate the very relevant issues to the cases.
By bringing these buildings to debate for a varied audience, based on the role they may or may not play in
various political processes we aim to analyze these buildings beyond their spatial and programmatic features,
questioning the architecture and the look of its creator of the building through a different lens.
Below is a list of 12 buildings that we would like to put on trial, each symbolizing a specific issue. Possibly
cases 2 or 3 might not be practically possible to put on trial so we will end up with 9 or 10 trials in total. The
cases represent a wide range of very different types of buildings demonstrating that any type of building can
take on a strong sense of symbolic power, not only buildings that are originally designed to represent power or
authority of some kind in society.

1. Covid-19 virus
On trial: Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market, Wuhan, China.
2. Racism - On trial
The grocery store in Powderhorn Park, Minneapolis in front of which George Flloyd was murdered
3. (Pre-)Bolsonarism - On trial: triplex apartment complex—said to belong to former President Luiz Inácio
Lula da Silva—Guarujá, Brazil
4. Bolsonarism: The murder of Marielle Franco
On trial: Condomínio Vivendas da Barra – Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
5. Trumpism
On trial: The Capitol Building, Washington, D.C., USA
6. White supremacism
Al Noor Mosque – Christchurch, New Zealand
7. Islamic terrorism
On trial: Discotheque Bataclan, Paris, France
8. Brexit
On trial: The House of Dominic Cummings, a British political strategist, former
director of Vote Leave, an organization responsible for the UK leaving the EU.
9. Apartheid
On trial: Israeli West Bank barrier
10. (Technical) Neglect
On trial: Genoa Bridge, Genoa, Italy
Possible alternatives in case one of the above is not feasible:
11. Spread of Conspiracy Theories
On trial: the headquarters of Facebook, Instagram and Twitter, Silicon Valley, US
12. Tax evasion / Growing financial inequality
On trial: offices of bank buildings at the Amsterdam Zuid-As, The Netherlands
Execution
The trials will be held in 5 weekends during the run of the biennale. Actors will work in collaboration with real
lawyers to investigate the case. Much of the preparations will be done in the preparatory phase; gathering
evidence, rehearsals with actors, repetitions… to eventually be staged in an evening. In each weekend two
trials will be held. In addition to the talks and statements, the buildings will be represented by a 1:15 model,
photos, witness accounts, media-clips, reactions from users and possibly those of the architect.
Growing exhibition
The trials will be recorded and the recordings will be included in the final presentation of each of the court
cases of the buildings. After each trial, the case will become part of the growing exhibition The Witness, the
Complicit and the Perpetrator which will grow week by week and after 5 weeks it will be complete.
Location
The venue where the trials will take place can be discussed with the organization. Preferred locations would be
SESC Paulista, Centro Cultural Sao Paulo, Casa do Povo or the Escola de Cidade. Of course, we are open to
any suggestions for locations for these events.

Act 2. The Power of the Temporary
Introduction
The second act takes as its starting point the idea that change gets initiated at the point where bodies occupy
and act in a space. We want to make visible how this occupation of a given space by different bodies affects
the space and how it can change our perception of it. Which body occupies a space makes a big difference in
the process of reading, experiencing and understanding the space. What bodies are shaping our shared spaces
by their presence and actions or ways of making use of the space? Where do they come from, how old are

they? What color, gender, financial situation? Where do they live and work? What is their reason for being in
this particular space? All of these aspects are decisive for how these spaces will be occupied, when, and what
the possible reactions are to this occupation by various social agents, politicians or media.
The spaces of our cities today are constantly being reshaped not only by the actions of planners and designers
but also by the practices of people using them in their daily lives. Temporary interventions often turn out to have
a lasting influence. They redefine the focus and open up new ways of seeing. Often we wake up to see a
building or a space in the city only after something about them changes and lifts them up to make them visible
to us.
The changes may be relatively small, or they may be significant. For example, when a building along a square
gets wrapped under scaffolding for repair, the appearance of the entire square is altered. Or, often one only
notices that there used to be a tree standing along the street when the tree gets cut down and leaves an empty
space in its place. Or when a new food truck appears in a street corner, it may prompt us to change our daily
routine and stop by to get a bite to eat or grab a cup of coffee to go. Activated and realized through the ways in
which people use the space of the city, temporary interventions of various kinds root change in place and frame
the view of the city differently. They end up inscribing change in the space of the city. Temporary interventions
become part of our individual experience of the city and leave traces that resonate for a long time in our
collective memory. In that way, temporary interventions of a transient character can play an important role in
the transformation of our cities.
The role that significant buildings have come to play as a backdrop for protest is an example of this dynamic.
Mediated through images that get broadcasted in the news and shared in the social media, they have come to
possess a strong symbolic power in the process of change. Like temporary interventions, also protests are
ways of initiating change. The protest makes use of the relative permanence of the buildings while the
temporary spatial interventions demonstrate that even the built environment is actually more malleable than we
tend to think.
The temporary and the city
The city in a constant flux is a global phenomenon of our times. It challenges the assumption of the
permanence of urban structures. The temporary and the transient are important agents of change and they
often have a much more long-term impact than what we would expect. Networked economies, increasing
global interdependencies, and the impact of the pandemic during the past year are examples of patterns that
characterize our cities today. They are not only fragmented but also constantly reconfiguring. Recognizing the
temporary as an integral part of the city puts focus on the transitional aspects that are an important part of the
process of reconstruction of the city.
The space of the contemporary city is constantly being challenged by natural and political uncertainty. Urban
environments are facing both internal and external pressures in the form of economic, social as well as
ecological challenges that they need to be able to respond to. The recent experience of the pandemic has
made it evident that change and the unexpected are omnipresent. Flows of human movement are making our
cities ever more globally interconnected, natural disasters are taking an unprecedented scale, and the economy
is challenged through consecutive economic crises. In response, the physical form of cities is morphing. It is
becoming more malleable, more fluid, and more open to change. The space of the city gets rapidly adjusted
and reprogrammed through new activities that are not necessarily planned. An appreciation of the aspect of the
temporary and the transient as an important part of the dynamic of change in cities is called for. In order to turn
challenges into opportunities, understanding and facilitating the agency of people in shaping the temporary
landscapes of our cities is key.
Today, our daily experience as members of communities both locally as well as in the larger global context has
been greatly influenced by the various restrictions and limitations put in place in response to the Covid-19
pandemic. Simultaneously, a growing awareness of the impact of our actions on the environment is calling us
to reconsider our ways of leading our daily lives. There are forces that pull us to turn inwards and to focus on
our immediate surroundings and close communities. Yet, the connections between the local and the global

continue to become ever denser, ever more intertwined, and ever more present as an inseparable part of our
daily lives. In this time, our traditional ways of seeing the world are being challenged and our common practices
are set into question.
In the contemporary context, the potential of temporary architectural interventions in the space of the city gains
a new sense of relevance as a transformative power in society. The opportunities for transforming the urban
experience of people in local communities through temporary architectural interventions of varying scales are
myriad and can be found in almost any urban context.
This is already visible at Paulista Avenue, the beauty and importance of the temporary appears here on a micro
to a macro scale at once; whether in everyday life created in its sidewalks, or in major days and manifestations.
It acts as a pole that attracts opportunities, people come from afar and apply their own way of occupying a
certain space along the avenue, which makes its two kilometers of route a great collection of different types of
events and a rich array of expressions.
In Act 2. The Power of the Temporary we would like to draw focus on the potentials that can be opened by such
an approach. The proposed program is composed of six components that complement each other. It is
possible to scale the program by limiting the number of the proposed components to be realized.
1. A series of light scale temporary interventions to be staged on the Avenida Paulista presenting a
curated program of projects that have a potential to initiate transformation as a result of framing things
differently through the intervention. Projects are realized through a matchmaking program, either chosen
on a basis of a call for projects or curated by invitation, connecting Brazilian architects to international
architects.
2. A series of neighborhood specific programs to be developed in collaboration with local NGOs who
have the capacity to reach out to people in selected parts of the city. Serving as liaisons, the NGOs
would play an important role in facilitating the realization of this part of the program and in identifying
people who might be interested in getting involved. With the engagement of people living in the
neighborhood, ideas for light scale temporary interventions would be developed to address issues that
are of relevance to them. The process and methodologies to create these programs can be tailored
according to each neighborhood.
Areas that have already been specified by the Biennial in the call for proposals as places where
integrated urban and environmental transformation projects are being developed in dialogue with local
communities in partnership with the Pact for the Just Cities would provide a natural focus for
developing the temporary interventions in different neighborhoods in the city: Jardim Guarani, Jardim
Pantanal, Parque Pinheirinho D’Água, Jardim Lapenna and Parque Novo Mundo.
To think about the relationships between these programs and interventions in the two poles of activity of
the Biennial - Paulista Avenue and the neighborhoods - is also to consider the paths that connect these
places, how and why people go through them, whether in daily commutes to work, or in a more
sporadic manner to access more leisure options on the weekend. These connective paths are in an
essential way related to issues that form a common ground for all of the different neighborhoods, such
as memory, whether through personal experience or as part of the collective memory, and how we
perceive the different landscapes in the city.
The use of cartographies that seek to map these possible routes and points of interest through the eyes
of those who go through these paths daily can provide a powerful tool in the formulation of
interventions, recognizing that these paths have the capacity to constitute an individual and collective
memory that gets formed by the passage through these places and landscapes, without necessarily
even ever having to access them apart from just traversing them.

The proposed programs to be realized in collaboration with local actors in the neighborhoods will
respond to issues that are already under development in these communities and bring them into
conversation with the axes of interest proposed by the Biennial. What kind of memory is built when you
see a city in motion? What permanences and impermanences are noticed in these paths? How the
relation between nature and built space changes along these paths? How important is this to qualify
both central and peripheral public spaces?
Addressing the question about the right to the space of the city, the light scale temporary interventions
in the neighborhoods would extend the program beyond the Avenida Paulista. With their locally rooted
character, they would help to engage people in the city more broadly with the theme of the biennale.
Documented and presented in the dissemination and communication for the biennale events, they
would bring an important aspect to the discussion around the theme of democracy and the right to
space.
3. The temporary interventions on the Avenida Paulista and in the specified neighborhoods in Sao Paulo
are documented and included in the exhibition The Power of the Temporary. Showcasing also projects
of temporary interventions in different places around the world in the exhibition provides an opportunity
to connect the local Brazilian and international examples and bring them into a dialogue with each
other.
4. The exhibition is accompanied by a symposium and a publication, which allows us to develop further
the exchange of ideas on the subject of the power of the temporary. An international symposium with a
curated group of speakers representing different parts of the world invited to share their knowledge and
experience related to projects of temporary interventions in the space of the city would provide a
platform for discussion and debate for professionals and the wider audiences. The publication, in turn,
makes it possible to document the range of programming and discussions that unfold during the run of
the Biennial.
5. Engaging Educational Institutions, we would propose the local architecture school to run a seminar
on the topic of temporary architectural interventions in the space of the city with an assignment to first
develop individual proposals for an intervention with one or two proposals to be chosen for realization
as a collaborative team effort with the participants of the seminar working together to realize it. These
could be connected with the neighborhood specific projects, and the proposals could be placed on
review in the neighborhoods that they address or presented in an exhibition at the school.
6. Lastly, the project is accompanied by an active Instagram account about the power of the temporary
where we invite people around the world to engage in the project by sharing their experiences from
different parts of the world through images. The temporary interventions to be staged in Sao Paulo
would be documented and shared on this curated Instagram account. Various channels of social media
could be utilized to further expand the dialogue internationally and also to reach a variety of different
audiences.
Location
The interventions will take place in public space in the city and the exhibition should be staged in a venue
where the audience is free to see it. Again, this could be a location to be discussed with the organization, such
as SESC Paulista, Centro Cultural Sao Paulo, Casa do Povo or the Escola de Cidade. Of course, we are open to
any suggestions for locations for these events.

Image 1
Protest at MASP seen from above.
(https://outraspalavras.net/movimentoserebeldias/galeria-brasil-nas-ruas/)
Images 2 e 3
“Re-Creation” installations, by OOPEAA, originally created for the Hong Kong Shenzhen Bi-City Biennial of Urbanism and
Architecture in 2013-2014. Photos by Ugo Carmeni.

Curatorial Team
This proposal is written by Juulia Kauste (Finland), Beatriz Rocha (Brazil) and Jorn Konijn (The Netherlands).
Kauste, Rocha and Konijn speak an international language in architectural discourse, but are also very different
from each other, coming from different cultural backgrounds. Kauste and Konijn worked together at the Hong
Kong & Shenzhen Bi-City Biennale of Urbanism Architecture in 2013 when Konijn was one of the curators.
Together with creative director of that Biennale, Konijn invited Juulia Kauste for a special exhibition and
presentation. Ever since Kauste and Konijn remained in contact to explore further curatorial architectural
projects.
Rocha and Konijn know each other from the academic symposium The Irritant Principle of Renewal: 100 Years
of Aldo & Hannie van Eyck at the TU Delft in 2018, where they both presented papers on the work of Aldo and
Hannie van Eyck. Konijn and Rocha also remained in contact after that.
Biography Beatriz Rocha
Beatriz Carvalho da Rocha is an architect and urban planner, based in São Paulo, working in different fields of
the profession. She collaborated with important offices in the country in the development of projects of different
scales. Among them are AlephZero - winner of the RIBA International Prize Winner 2018 with the building
Children Village in Canuanã, Estudio Gustavo Utrabo and currently, Arquitetura Nacional. Among the projects
recognized nationally and internationally that had her collaboration are the Xingu Canopies, House+House and
the Amazon Rainforest Community Industry.
In 2018, she presented an article at the academic symposium The Irritant Principle of Renewal: 100 Years of
Aldo & Hannie van Eyck (The annoying principle of renewal: 100 years of Aldo & Hannie van Eyck) at TU Delft,
with an article entitled Spirals of time: between Aldo van Eyck and Lina bo Bardi; about relations between the
two architects according to the influence of cosmologies of African origin in their theoretical and practical
formulations.
She graduated at Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie with a PROUNI scholarship and in addition to her work
in the design area of buildings, she seeks to take her professional capacity to research and work projectually in
peripheral territories such as those where she was born and grew up, in the extreme East Zone of São Paulo.
She is interested in the cultural and social manifestations of these territories and how they are reflected in the
occupation and construction of these places. Some researches stands out, as the presentation in the Atelier
Ensaios Urbanos, with the proposition for urban qualification in risk areas, more precisely the Tijuco Preto
stream; and participation in the organization, still as a student, of the WAT Unesco Tiquatira International
Workshop, which researched and proposed actions for communities and territories along the stream and
Parque Tiquatira, in the East Zone of São Paulo.
Subsequently, part of the Workshop's work unfolded in the formation of the Urban Issues Research Group,
from Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie, where she has been a researcher since then. The group aims to
research and develop a neighborhood plan for Jardim Piratininga, also in the East Zone of São Paulo.
Biography Juulia Kauste
Juulia Kauste is curator and an independent expert advising architects and designers. Currently based in
Helsinki, Finland, she works internationally drawing from her strong international network of collaborators.
Matters pertaining to urban public space and the dynamics of social, cultural and ecological sustainability are at
the core of her personal interests. She is a seasoned professional with strong skills as educator and
communicator both in academic teaching as well as in content creation as producer, curator, editor, author and
lecturer. She also has a proven track record in organizational leadership and fundraising. In her work as director
of cultural institutions (Museum of Finnish Architecture 2010-2018, and Finnish Cultural Institute in New York
1997-2010) she has led organizations through periods of major change. She has organized public events of
various scales and initiated several groundbreaking programs welcoming the opportunity of working in
unconventional venues and going to where the architecture and people are. She has served as jury member for

competitions and awards of high professional standards, including the Mies van der Rohe European
Contemporary Architecture Award in 2017 and the European Urban Public Space Prize in 2012, 2014, and
2016. She is a frequent lecturer in professional forums as well as an accomplished editor of publications. As an
experienced curator and producer, she brings to the project her expertise in sustainable development, urban
sociology and international collaboration.
Juulia Kauste has extensive experience in curating architecture exhibitions and acting as commissioner, for
example, for the Nordic Pavilion at La Biennale di Architettura in Venice in 2012 and 2018, and for the Finnish
Pavilion in 2014 and 2016 as well as in contributing as content partner creating exhibitions for the Bi-City
Biennale of Urbanism and Architecture in Shenzhen and Hong Kong in 2013 and 2015. She has ample
experience in producing events and touring exhibitions. For example, she was director of Eero Saarinen
Shaping the Future, a ten-year research project with an international research team of high profile resulting in a
comprehensive monograph and internationally touring exhibition presenting the pioneering work of the highly
revered architect. She has produced and curated a broad range of architecture exhibitions, for example
Transformation: Towards a More Sustainable Future exhibition in 2015 and the Another Generosity exhibition
presented at the Venice Biennale in 2018. She has also served as board member and member of steering
committee for several events, organizations and foundations, for example the Thirteenth International Alvar
Aalto Symposium in 2015, the National Arts Council in Finland, and the International Design Foundation for the
World Design Capital Helsinki 2012. She is also an experienced educator with 15 years of teaching at the New
School University Parsons School of Design and Eugene Lang College in New York offering a wide range of
courses with a focus on urban sociology, dynamics of multiculturalism, critical theory and history of architecture
and design.
Biography Jorn Konijn
Jorn Konijn is an architecture & design curator and writer based in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. He curated
several exhibitions, such as Unsolicited Architecture for the International Architecture Biennale of Sao Paulo
2011, the award-winning Housing with a Mission exhibition for the Urbanism & Architecture Bi-City Biennale of
Hong Kong and Shenzhen 2011. In 2013 he was curator for the overall Urbanism & Architecture Bi-City
Biennale of Hong Kong and Shenzhen 2013. In 2015, he was appointed as curator of the 5th Brazilian Design
Biennial. He remained working in Brazil as curator for the official Dutch cultural program during the Olympic
Games Rio de Janeiro 2016, a month long multi-disciplinary exchange project entitled Hobra. Currently, he
Head of Program of the Dutch Design Week, the largest yearly design festival of Northern-Europe. Apart from
that, Konijn is writing a PhD at the Architectural History Department of the Technical University of Eindhoven, on
the exhibitions of Aldo and Hannie van Eyck.

Organization Structure
Publication
Biennales in general are costly and a substantial budget is difficult to find. One of the first elements from a
biennial that is often cut due to financial reasons, is the catalogue. This is unfortunate since it is very important
to document not only the work on the biennale itself, but everything that comprises a biennale (activities,
lectures, workshops, etc.). We believe it is essential to have both a hardcopy catalogue, as well as a digital
‘recording’ of the complete biennale. In an initial conversation, Cobogo Publishers demonstrated interest in
producing and publishing the biennale catalogue. For the digital distribution of the biennale, we believe it is
easiest - and financially most feasible - to use existing social media platforms.
Communications
The communication of the biennial is as important as the biennial itself, and special attention will be dedicated.
Both Act 1 & Act 2 have the potential to attract a wide range of different audiences, but for both Acts we are
aiming at a different audience. In general, we define several different visitor groups in our communication:
-

Professional architects & urban planners, designers, artists (national & international)
Architecture students, design students, art students (national & international)
Policy makers / politicians
Advocate organizations
Cultural interested audience
General audience

Firstly, we will reach out to these groups via our own means of communication, consisting of:
Social Media (Instagram / Facebook / Snapchat etc.)
Traditional Media (brochures, flyers, printing)
Advertisements print / web-commercials / radio etc.
IAB-Website & IAB social media channels; other organizations media channels.
For this, we would kindly like to use IAB (and possibly CAU) entities’ mail channels. Secondly, we would like to
launch specific social media campaigns to focus off Act 1, aimed at students and professionals of journalism,
political studies and theatre. For Act 2, we are aiming to target professional architects and architecture
students, throughout Brazil.
Additionally, to the traditional ways of communications as mentioned above, we would like to create a series of
podcasts and online-radio events on architecture & urbanism, not only as a way to communicate but also to
record and distribute the content of the biennial. This could be interviews with the various curators, architects
or urban planners involved in the biennial. Jorn Konijn has plenty experience with architecture radio, presenting
already over a year-long interviews and discussions on architecture on Rotterdam’s Operator Radio.
The team responsible for this will also deal specifically with the press approach, such as editing of (media)
messages, PR and press lists, partners provided with communication packets and the right resources to
implement actions, reporting process (press clippings, statistics, range and the like). Additionally, they can also
produce their own content, such as digital newsletters, blogs and available press articles, interviews with the
participants. They will also be responsible for filming and photography.
Budget
Our proposal for the Co-Curatorship for the São Paulo Architectural Biennial 2019 is an ambitious program with
two main acts, theatre performances, workshops and two exhibitions. This requires a large budget. For the
allocated budget of the biennial, we can already realize a very minimal version of the proposal. However, with
our network and previous experiences in fundraising we are convinced that we can raise additional funding. Our
contacts with the various international embassies, consulates and international cultural funding such as the
Prince Claus Fund, the Graham Foundation, and cultural funders like the Goethe Institute, Alliance Française
and Pro Helvetica are very strong. Additionally, we would like to raise private funding as well. We are very aware

how complicated it is to raise funding through tax reduction laws such as the Lei Rouanet, however, we would
like to explore the possibilities. As a precaution, funds will be raised during the first 7 months, after a possible
ok on the proposal. After the initial 7 months of development and fundraising, we will make a financial
re-calculation and base our final plan for the execution of the program on the available funds on that moment.
We would therefore like to work with three funding scenarios:
- Basic scenario: The general of which we work with the given amount of the biennale;
- Plus scenario: This scenario contains the general amount with added funding from international embassies,
consulates and cultural funding. Our estimation is that we can raise between R $200.000,00 e R $300.000,00
with these possibilities;
- Extra scenario: The two previous scenarios with added private sponsoring. This is the most ambitious
scenario and in the most positive scenario we will raise an additional R$200.000,00 with this sponsoring.
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PRÉ-PRODUÇÃO
Pesquisa de Curadoria
Planejamento/Cronograma
Checagem do Orçamento
PRODUTO 01: Proposta de Co-Curadoria Detalhada e Ajustada

X

PRODUÇÃO
PRODUTO 02: Projeto de Co-Curadoria e Desenvolvimento dos editais
para as chamadas abertas (confirmação de convidados, contratação de
equipes, planejamento de mídia)
Chamadas Abertas

X
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PRODUTO 03: Projeto Final da Curadoria (resultados das chamadas,
textos e materiais finalizados)
Produção da Exposição
Identidade Visual

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Expografia e Sinalização
Divulgação

X

Montagem

X

PÓS-PRODUÇÃO
Design de Publicação
PRODUTO 04: Relatório Final e Publicação

1

ORÇAMENTO 13ª BIA - [NOME DA PROPOSTA]
ITEM
1

DESCRITIVO

DETALHAMENTO (EM TÓPICOS)

PRÉ-PRODUÇÃO

VALOR ESTIMADO
[R$ total da pré-produção]

1.1.1

Curadoria Selecionada

3 curadores por 15 meses

R$ 60,000.00

1.1.2

Equipes Técnicas auxiliares à Curadoria Selecionada

- 1 pesquisador por 4 meses
- 2 colaboradores por 3 semanas
- 2 estagiários por 10 meses

R$ 60,000.00

1.1.3
1.1.4

Vôos Internacionais
Projeto Expográfico

1.1.5

Projeto de Comunicação Visual

2
2.1

- 4 x - voos Europa - brazil
- Projeto expográfico que contemple 2 espaços expositivos distintos
- Elaboração da identidade visual da 13ª Bienal;
- Projeto de comunicação visual expositiva para 1 espaço expositivo;
- Projeto visual do site;
- Diagramação de peças gráficas para divulgação da 13ª Bienal (banners, cartazes,
redes sociais, etc)

PRODUÇÃO
EXPOSIÇÃO E INTERVENÇÕES TEMPORÁRIAS

R$ 25,000.00
R$ 20,000.00

R$ 30,000.00

[R$ total da produção]
- Montagem da cenografia – material e mão de obra;
- Projeto elétrico;
- Material paras intervenções temporárias;
- Locação de equipamentos (de luz, de som, de projeção, etc)

R$ 60,000.00

2.1.1

Espaço físico e necessidades estruturais prévias

2.1.2

Equipe técnica

- Montagem e desmontagem de trabalhos;
- Montagem e desmontagem das intervenções temporárias;
- Instalação de sinalização e da comunicação visual;
- Montagem da iluminação;
- 3 carregadores por 4 dias;
- 12 Diárias de Manutenção

R$ 60,000.00

2.1.3

Conteúdo

- Material para as intervenções temporárias;
- Material para as obras selecionadas;
- Produção de obras selecionadas;
- Revisão e tradução de textos;
- Acessibilidade.

R$ 83,000.00

2.1.4

Logística

- Fretes e pequenos transportes;
- Armazenagem de obras

R$ 12,000.00

2.2

CONFERÊNCIAS / PEÇAS DE TEATRO

2.2.1

Convidados

- Encenação de peça de teatro - 10 x 15.000 reais:
- incluindo: trabalho de grupo de teatro

2.2.2

Logística

- Tradução Simultânea das Conferências / Peças de Teatro
- Transcrição das Conferências;
- Tradução da Transcrição das Conferências.

2.3

Convidados

2.2.2

Logística

2.4.1

2.4.2

2.5

- Remuneração de 5 palestrantes nacionais;
- Remuneração de 3 palestrante internacional;
- 3 passagens internacionais (ida e volta);
- 3 passagens nacionais (ida e volta);
- 5 diárias de hospedagem;
- Material do workshop
- Seguro Viagem.
- Tradução simultânea das Palestras e Oficinas;
- Transcrição das Palestras e Oficinas;
- Tradução da Transcrição Palestras e Oficinas.

R$ 170,000.00

R$ 50,000.00

ADMINISTRATIVO
Despesas Operacionais

- Compra de Materiais Diversos;
- Correio/Remessas;
- Motoboy;
- Transporte das Equipes.

R$ 15,000.00

Encargos

- Taxas e impostos;
- Alvarás, certificados, laudos, liberações, etc.;
- Direitos Autorais e Cessão de Imagem;
- ECAD;
- Seguro de responsabilidade civil;
- Encargos trabalhistas.

R$ 15,000.00

- 10 Textos de parede;
- 5000 Folders;
- 90 Legendas.

R$ 20,000.00

COMUNICAÇÃO E DIVULGAÇÃO

2.5.1

Sinalização e Comunicação Visual da Exposição

2.5.2

Divulgação

2.6

R$ 50,000.00

PALESTRAS E OFICINAS

2.2.1

2.4

R$ 150,000.00

- 10 Banners;
- 500 Cartazes.

R$ 20,000.00

A abertura coincidirá com o primeiro julgamento teatral. Catering a ser adicionado.

R$ 25,000.00

EVENTOS

2.6.1

Abertura

3
3.1
3.1.1
3.1.2

PÓS-PRODUÇÃO
PUBLICAÇÃO
Diagramação
Impressão

R$ [total da pós-produção]
- Diagramação de publicação digital e impressa com 150 páginas
- Impressão de 1000 exemplares

1

R$ 20,000.00
R$ 30,000.00

3.2
3.2.1

REGISTRO
Cobertura

- Cobertura em foto e vídeo dos eventos da 13ª Bienal;
- Registro fotográfico da exposição;
- Streaming das conferências e das palestras e debates;
- Vídeo-síntese.

R$ 25,000.00
R$ 1,000,000.00
RS1.000.000

2

